
East Knox Women‟s Bible Study Group: “Overview of the Prophets” 

 

Lesson 7 

 

Title: Micah 

 

Name means: “Who is like Jehovah” 

 

Time Frame: The Inductive Study Bible lists it as 733BC-701BC, Woodrow Kroll lists 

740BC-687BC, and Warren Wiersbe lists 750BC-686BC. 

 

Location:  Judah – likely in the countryside 

 

Written to: Judah and Israel 

 

Average reading time: 15 minutes 

 

 Other helpful scriptures and info:  

The era of the book of Micah (based on the kings listed in chapter 1) falls in 2 Kings 

15:32-20:21 and 2 Chronicles 27:1-33:20. Another scripture of the era is Isaiah 7:1-2  

 

Information about Micah is also found in Jeremiah 26:18-19. A well known prophecy 

from Micah is found in Matthew 2:4-6. 

 

Micah prophesied during the time of Hosea in the North, but he was also a contemporary 

of Isaiah and the book of Micah is often called “A Mini Isaiah”. Isaiah was likely a priest 

– but Micah was from the country, perhaps a shepherd. One teacher titled the book of 

Micah “The Precious Words of a Country Preacher”. Like Isaiah, Micah can be divided 

into two parts – chapters 1-3 speak of judgment, and chapters 4-5 of restoration.  

 

Application/Principle:  

Micah asks the question, “What does God really require of man?” Chapter 6:8 has been 

called “The Old Testament „Golden Rule‟”. We also find similarity in Micah to Jesus‟ 

words from Luke 12:48b “To whom much is given – much is required”. 

 

Since Micah‟s prophecies speak to both Samaria (Israel) and Jerusalem (Judah), watch 

for the things that he says to each. 

 

Warren Wiersbe described Micah this way, “Society in Judah was rapidly changing from 

rural to urban. In defiance of the Law of Moses, wealthy investors were buying up small 

family farms and developing huge land holdings, which created serious problems for the 

poor.” Do we see this happening today? 

 

Are you seeing some of the same sins and attitudes repeated in all the prophets we‟ve 

studied? Are you seeing the same sins today? What other applications do you see in this 

book? 


